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The Damathos Clan is a straight fantasy-
style remake of the original Half-Life

(1998). It was released on Steam in April
2017. It was made with Unity engine. It is
singleplayer only and was made in a few
weeks because the original Half-Life was
abandoned. At this time, Team Fortress 2

was releasing new content: Badwater
Basin DLC, Badwater Barge, Annihilator

and The Meltdown. As I play Steam
games many times in my free time, I tried

to make a remake using these assets:
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Badwater Basin, Badwater Barge,
Annihilator, Meltdown. This game is

mainly a straight remake of the original
Half-Life. Half-Life was abandoned with

the release of Half-Life 2, and Valve then
created their own engine, Source. I used
the Source engine so I did not have to
worry about compatibility issues. This

game was released for Steam on April 11,
2017. I worked on it all by myself, at

nights, weekends, and holidays. Team
Fortress 2 had a lot of content with the

Badwater Basin, Badwater Barge,
Annihilator and Meltdown DLCs. I used

these assets, with some modifications to
make them fit my needs. I made these

custom items: the Packageable Grenade
Launcher, Gorgeous Tank, the RPG, and
the Backpack. The features I added were
functional and made the weapons unique

in different ways. The Singleplayer
Campaign consists of: The original Half-

Life story, without any cut scenes. A map
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and a small area of the Badwater Basin. A
map and a small area of the Badwater

Barge. A map and a small area of
Annihilator. A map and a small area of
The Meltdown. A non-player character,
Elijah, making the power-ups. A non-

player character, Rail, making the power-
ups. A non-player character, Chloe,
making the power-ups. A non-player

character, Samantha, making the power-
ups. A map and a small area of Mixed.

Gameplay: The player can change
between first person and third person

view. The player can open the inventory
at any time. The player can run, crouch,

jump and climb. Weapon stats are visible.
Each shot has different effects. The

player can use

Features Key:
Play your own original experimental soundtrack

Let the soundtrack go from upbeat, minimalist beats to dark ambient
Generate sequence manually or using a noise machine, accapella and auto random

Polychromatic is a sound instrument that plays a mixture of pre-processed sound samples. Selecting
different source samples and combining them with filter models, plugins and a manual sequencer generates
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an original piece of music. Available filters include:

 

Triphop 2.7.21 Flatline Music 03 Jan 2017 10:02:03 -0500 2.7.15A Radio Version of the NeXTSTEP Address
Calculator

A Radio Version of the NeXTSTEP Address Calculator

This version of the address calculator is not running on Mac OS X. You can still find it on the Gecko website
(www.librecode.org) for educational purposes. The version running on the Mac OS X is based on some
information provided by Dominic Brewer at how to use it on iPhone and iPod Touch.

Version 2.7.15
Released August 12, 2016 - v1.2.0 Status: successfull!
This is our second musical time :)
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